
SAVE 15% BEFORE
JUNE 30
Your choice: a 15%
discount from MSRP or
choose from even
bigger "Buy-This-Get-
That" offers.
 Promotionals

The Q S Line-up

Uni-Directional
Our Strongest version,
Strengthens composite or
acrylic by 300%. Link

QS Woven
Strong but flexible.
Ideal for splinting or
denture repair Link 

QS Rope
Long-span, long-term
provisionals.  Link

Dear Doctor.
You have heard about it in lectures, read about it in

magazines, seen the ratings in the newsletters.
Now it's time to try

Quartz Splint; the EXTRA strong fiber reinforcement
material from the company that invented fiber posts;

RTD of Grenoble, France

A few testimonials:

Dr Howard Glazer, Ft Lee, NJ
"Ten years ago I was introduced to fiber
products for reinforcing and splinting
periodontally involved teeth. Since then
there have been many products available
but one "go-to product" that I really like is
Quartz Splint. It is extremely versatile
beyond  splinting mobile teeth, so I can use
it for creating temporary bridges, repairing
acrylic prosthesis, or even customized fiber
post/core restorations".  

  Click here to read my "What's Hot and getting hotter!"

Dr. Ian Shuman, Pasadena, MD
"Quartz Splint is the finest material
available for the enhancement of resin
bonded restorations.  I have used it
successfully for long  term provisionals,
periodontal splinting, orthodontic retention,
post and core buildups and denture repair.
It is truly a universal aid whenever I need
additional strength and prevention of a
catastrophic failure. The pre-impregnated
resin makes it ready to use out of the box.
It just doesn't get any easier than this!"  
Click here to read my article

Dr. Paul Belvedere, Edina, MN
"Having been a pioneer in the use of
fiber reinforced resin based composites,
starting in 1982, every fiber/resin system
I can find, is analyzed, and used in vitro
and then in vivo. These Quartz fibers are
at the top of the mountain. The fact that
they have many configurations that
would be useful in dentistry is magnified

by the packaging and storage system. With this flexural
strength, the uses are only limited by the ability of the user".

http://www.rtddental.com/
https://origin.library.constantcontact.com/doc204/1115638112444/doc/GuwIDCxzCMM4avHa.pdf
http://www.rtddental.com/products/reinforcement/quartz-splint-unidirectional
http://www.rtddental.com/products/reinforcement/quartz-splint-woven
http://www.rtddental.com/products/reinforcement/quartz-splint-rope
http://files.ctctcdn.com/cb0a631c301/1a100f09-c0ef-4708-b4e8-f6590ad99da5.pdf
https://origin.library.constantcontact.com/doc204/1115638112444/doc/fUVlWaZv9iQH6j2W.pdf


QS Mesh
Reinforce full and
partial dentures. Link

Direct Links
 More Testimonials

USA Promotions
List of research on
QS
QS YouTube Videos

Call Toll-Free
844-783-3368

The Ratings

The Dental Advisor, No.11. July 2011
"Quartz Splint UD was the strongest and stiffest of the
four materials"
 Read the test report

Independent Evaluation Group in Provo, Utah
"86% of 21 evaluators stated that they would
incorporate Quartz Splint into their practice, 86%
rated it good, and worthy of trial by their colleagues"
 Read the evaluation results
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